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In Alameda, there’s a segment of the Bay Trail which contains two distinctive species that
merit the public’s attention: California Brown Pelicans were classified as an endangered
species until rather recently (2009) and Harbor Seals a very shy marine mammal that can
be observed from the Bay Trail in this area, as well.
With $10,000 in support from Fish & Wildlife Propagation Grant Fund, Golden Gate
Audubon created original artwork and provided the graphic design for two separate
interpretive panel kiosks to enhance this segment of the Bay Trail, not far from the USS
Hornet in Alameda.
Both interpretive panels provide valuable natural history information about these iconic
wildlife species and provide tips for viewing and helping conserve these species locally.
Artist and scientific illustrator Lindsey Kernodle hand-painted the original artwork for
these panels.

Every pelican was hand-painted by L. Kernodle in a unique
posture that depicted the range of pelicans’ distinctive
behaviors at a roosting site.

Especially during the summer months, Brown Pelicans gather in the evening hours at
Alameda’s breakwater island. The pelicans use the breakwater as a night roosting
(sleeping) spot. A high count of more than 8,000 Brown Pelicans has been documented
on a single night on this breakwater.

Original artwork and graphic design layout of the interpretive panel by L. Kernodle for Golden Gate Audubon.
(Note: placeholder text only, as interpretive text wasn’t finalized in time for this report)

Golden Gate Audubon has been working with the City of Alameda and WETA to ensure
that an appropriate harbor seal float platform would be built to replace the removal of a
decrepit old wooden dock that the seals often use as a haul out. Now that the new floating
platform for the seals has been installed, this kiosk interpretive panel will inform
passersby about Harbor Seals and encourage people to observe these marine mammals,
without disturbing them, from the Bay Trail overlook where this interpretive panel will
be installed.

Harbor Seals on their new float platform are depicted in this interpretive panel, with artwork, text, and graphic
design. Original artwork and graphic design done by L. Kernodle for Golden Gate Audubon

